
(A):     Choose the correct option in meaning to the underlined words:                          
            (10)
1 She glared at the carton as she unlocked the door:

   (A)brighten (B)looked attentively (C)shined (D)look angrily 
2 Mr. Steward looked embarrased:

   (A)curious (B)tired (C)happy (D)ashamed 
3 The bottom is wooden.

   (A)base (B)bottle (C)plant (D)top 
4 Mr. Hubert, the peasant furiously lifted his hand.

   (A)farmer (B)barber (C)teacher (D)doctor 
5 The Mayor said that Mtr. Manana was a man of worthy credence. 

   (A)suspicion (B)doubt (C)trust (D)dishonesty 
6 To whom shall I complain against brutality:

   (A)corruption (B)cruelty (C)abuse (D)bribery 
7 He picked a stray locust.

   (A)wandering (B)traight (C)strong (D)small 
8 Abul and Shamim talked on solitude.

   (A)publicity (B)privacy (C)indignation (D)confidence 
9 Mr. Spelding looks unctuous:

   (A)flattering (B)proud (C)brave (D)rude 
10 Miss McCutcheon said that a week at school had knocked her for a loop.

   (A)delighted (B)pleased (C)upset (D)attracted 

(B):     Choose the correct answer:                                                                                      
       (5)
11 Where was the key to the bell-dome unit?

   (A)in the box (B)in the drawer (C)in the pocket (D)in the sealed envelope 
12 to which place did Norma want to have a trip?

   (A)to Europe (B)to China (C)to Congo (D)to Africa 
13 What was the third unbidden partner that lay with Mr. and Mrs. Bittering at every midnight talk:

   (A)Bear (B)Fear (C)Lora (D)Harry 
14 The visitor was dressed in the fashion of:

   (A)1850 (B)1860 (C)1900 (D)1960 
15 What sort of hair cut does Miss McCutcheon want?

   (A)black (B)blonde (C)curly (D)poodle 

(C):     Choose the correct form of verb:                                                                              
       (5)
16 A gentleman .............. his servant:

   (A)never abuses (B)never abuse (C)has never abused (D)must never abuse 
17 It ........... snow again:

   (A)was be (B)is be (C)shall (D)will 
18 He as well as I ___ brave.

   (A)is (B)am (C)were (D)have 
19 If he had ___ the work, I would have praised.

   (A)completed (B)complete (C)completing (D)completes 
20 When the bell rang, he ........ a bath:

   (A)was having (B)has (C)had (D)is having 
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(A):     Choose the correct option in meaning to the underlined words:                          
            (10)
1 Through love, stake becomes a throne:

   (A)bed (B)chair (C)thorne (D)death pier 
2 Arthur looked astounded:

   (A)happy (B)shocked (C)satisfied (D)sad 
3 Norma looked disgusted:

   (A)appalled (B)pleased (C)joyed (D)crazy 
4 The Mayor was a stout serious man.

   (A)ugly (B)handsome (C)heavy (D)thin 
5 The king summoned the father and the mother.

   (A)called (B)coaxed (C)awarded (D)threatened 
6 The boy complained to God against the king's brutality.

   (A)atrocity (B)justice (C)rule (D)glory 
7 I see no other refuge besides God Almighty.

   (A)savation (B)shelter (C)refuse (D)goal 
8 Kreton says that his visit is impromptu:

   (A)important (B)impossible (C)unprepared (D)decided 
9 Mr. Spelding crosses to pose with his wife and daughter.

   (A)impress (B)hate (C)argue (D)fight 
10 I am to give up in despair and go home:

   (A) happiness (B)bliss (C)misery (D)gravity 

(B):     Choose the correct answer:                                                                                      
       (5)
11 The great throne-room had been turned into a kind of:

   (A)swimming pool (B)gymnasium (C)stadium (D)race track 
12 Nushirwan was a:

   (A)slave (B)sergeant (C)king (D)soldier 
13 The farm was ringing with the clamour of:

   (A)flutes (B)drums (C)tin (D)gongs 
14 Which one is a desert state sweltering with the heat of injustice and oppression?

   (A)Georgia (B)Mississippi (C)Alabama (D)Virginia 
15 What was the name of the youngest daughter of Abul?

 
   (A)Shamsun (B)Zaibunnis (C)Umda (D)Mehrunnisa 

(C):     Choose the correct form of verb:                                                                              
       (5)
16 We ............. a letter every week:

   (A)have written (B)write (C)writes (D)written 
17 Good students ........... their time.

   (A)not waste (B)are not waste (C)does not waste (D)do not waste 
18 Would that I ........... a king.

   (A)is (B)am (C)were (D)was 
19 We should ____ to the river.

   (A)went (B)go (C)going (D)gone 
20 She  ............ to office daily.

   (A)go (B)goes (C)will go (D)is going 
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(A):     Choose the correct option in meaning to the underlined words:                          
            (10)
1 The cherry is hung with bloom along the bough:

   (A)branch (B)blossom (C)stem (D)twig 
2 He felt submerged in a chemical.

   (A)drowned (B)swimming (C)shouted (D)rushed 
3 A flood in its wrath carried away the people:

   (A)misery (B)joy (C)sadness (D)fury 
4 Oblivious of his surroundings, Abul's mind was racing elsewhere:

   (A)aware (B)unaware (C)comfortable (D)happy with 
5 Maulvi Abul took a momentous decision:

   (A)useless (B)trivial (C)tiny (D)important 
6 He looked at the guitar with an air of connoisseur:

   (A)eagle (B)sparrow (C)critic (D)ignorance 
7 "All tugged up for Saturday night, poor chap."

   (A)made (B)ready (C)dressed finely (D)dressed badly 
8 Mr. Spelding nods wearily:

   (A)angrily (B)hastily (C)excitedly (D)tiredly 
9 I shall go to the beach.

   (A)bazar (B)school (C)coast (D)office 
10 Clay wanted to buy a gift for his:

   (A)father (B)mother (C)brother (D)sister 

(B):     Choose the correct answer:                                                                                      
       (5)
11 What was the condition of the Bittering family on war on the earth?

   (A)overjoyed (B)relaxed (C)shocked (D)no reaction 
12 How much money was there in the lost pocketbook?

   (A)shilling 500 (B)Shilling 400 (C)Shilling 300 (D)Shilling 200 
13 The boy saved his life by praying to:

   (A)Qazi (B)king (C)parents (D)God Almighty 
14 What will be exalted?

   (A)hill (B)mountain (C)valley (D)river 
15 The visitor was dressed in the fashion of:

   (A)1850 (B)1860 (C)1900 (D)1960 

(C):     Choose the correct form of verb:                                                                              
       (5)
16 My friend usually ............. to Karachi in summer:

   (A)goes (B)go (C)gone (D)is going 
17 She ____ her lesson at present.

   (A)learns (B)learnt (C)is learning (D)will learn 
18 We ____ to see picture last night.

   (A)go (B)went (C)had gone (D)will go 
19 Hard work never ____ waste.

   (A)go (B)went (C)goes (D)will have gone 
20 He seldom ______ his target.    

   (A)miss (B)missed (C)misses (D)has missed 
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(A):     Choose the correct option in meaning to the underlined words:                          
            (10)
1 I, with my stoop reflect.

   (A)think (B)ask (C)look (D)criticize 
2 The king summoned the father and the mother.

   (A)called (B)coaxed (C)awarded (D)threatened 
3 Can hardly dwell here or cross:

   (A)sing (B)live (C)enjoy (D)sleep 
4 What then was ruin.

   (A)work (B)cut (C)destroy     (D)population 
5 Unearned suffering is redemptive:

   (A)hard (B)harsh (C)unjust (D)saving 
6 Kreton asked Powers not to wreck his ship.

   (A)decorate (B)destroy (C)furnish (D)occupy 
7 I stand by the sentiment.

   (A)pleasure (B)development (C)madness (D)feelings 
8 SPELDING is concluding his TV broadcast.

   (A)coming (B)running (C)starting (D)winding up 
9 Your fishing tackle is in the closet safe and sound:

   (A)cap (B)money (C)feed (D)tools 
10 That's one of your most endearing primitive traits.

   (A)attractive (B)pleasant (C)rough (D)crude 

(B):     Choose the correct answer:                                                                                      
       (5)
11 Which city was attacked?

   (A)Texas (B)New York (C)Virginia (D)New Jersey 
12 What was Shamim Ahmad's relation with Maulvi Abul Barkat?

   (A)son (B)son-in-law (C)brother-in-law (D)cousin 
13 The palaquin of Mehrunnisa was covered with _____.

   (A)coloured paper (B)silken cloth (C)white cloth (D)simple cloth 
14 General Powers was thinking about:

   (A)his promotion (B)security of the country (C)arrest of Kreton (D)murderof the visitor 
15 What did Harry invent?

   (A)a device (B)a gadget (C)a philosophy (D)a radio 

(C):     Choose the correct form of verb:                                                                              
       (5)
16 It ............. before I came out:

   (A)rains (B)rained (C)had rained (D)will rain 
17 We ____ helped them.

   (A)has (B)have (C)shall (D)have been 
18 Traitors were not ____ by their faces.

   (A)recognise (B)recognised (C)will recognise (D)recognises 
19 They ___ a house next year.

   (A)will buy (B)shall buy (C)are bought (D)have bought 
20 When he ______ I will let you know.

   (A)arrives (B)arrive (C)arrived (D)will arrive 
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(A):     Choose the correct option in meaning to the underlined words:                          
            (10)
1 Nothing beside remains, round the decay:

   (A)structure (B)decline (C)statue (D)body 
2 Trusting his image, he assumes their relevance:

   (A)rectifies (B)supposes (C)certifies (D)beautifies 
3 The grave of Hubert withstood the havocs of the flood:

   (A)water (B)destruction (C)waves (D)noise 
4 Mr. Hubert continued claiming his innocence in the delirium of death.

   (A)delight (B)anger (C)splender (D)babbling 
5 In Sindhi woman's tread, there is no ripple.

   (A)maker (B)baker (C)stagger (D)beggar 
6 Why does a ___ not remain in the world?

   (A)dictator (B)general (C)tyrant (D)alien 
7 At night, he consulted his wife:

   (A)called (B)asked counsel (C)advised (D)requested 
8 He was in a very precarious state.

   (A)amazing (B)conforting (C)dangerous (D)laborious 
9 Spelding nods wearily:

   (A)happily (B)heartily (C)tiredly (D)sadly 
10 How many years ago did Harry buy the shop?

   (A)24 (B)25 (C)26 (D)7 

(B):     Choose the correct answer:                                                                                      
       (5)
11 What was the news Laura told her parents?

  (A)The war on earth (B)The death of people (C)The arrival of rocket 
(D)The fall of a rocket 

12 Mr. James was the:
   (A)Mayor (B)Police Officer (C)caretaker (D)advocate 

13 All in the boat remained quiet except:
   (A)the king (B)the slave (C)the sergent (D)the sailor 

14 What was hanging on the wall which the young man examined with the air of a connoiseur:
   (A)German piano (B)Spanish guitar (C)English gun (D)American drum 

15 What was the condition of the overcoat, which the young man was wearing?
   (A).It was old (B).It was new (C)    .It was ragged (D).It was full of dust 

(C):     Choose the correct form of verb:                                                                              
       (5)
16 Would that I ............... rich:

   (A) was (B)were (C) is (D)will be 
17 He ____ a car.

   (A)drive (B)drives (C)is drive (D)driven 
18 He wept as if he ___ in great pain.

   (A)were (B)was (C)has been (D)is 
19 I would have helped him if he _____ to me.

   (A)comes (B)came (C)will come (D)had come 
20 He has not yet _____ his work.

   (A)complete (B)completes (C)completed (D)completing 
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(A):     Choose the correct option in meaning to the underlined words:                          
            (10)
1 Round the decay of that colossal wreck, there is lying in desert.

   (A)miniature beauty (B)little ruin (C)tiny greenery (D)huge vegetation 
2 She gestured vaguely.

   (A)unclearly (B)slowly (C)rapidly (D)happily 
3 Mr. Hubert only met with incredulity:

   (A)disbelief (B)insecurity (C)inefficiency (D)greed 
4 He said in the most exasperating tone:

   (A)daring (B)irritating (C)loving (D)shocking 
5 Mr. Hubert continued claiming his innocence in the delirium of death.

   (A)delight (B)anger (C)splender (D)babbling 
6 I want to quit and go home to San Francisco:

   (A)write (B)travel (C)leave (D)enjoy 
7 He looked at the guitar with an air of connoisseur:

   (A)eagle (B)sparrow (C)critic (D)ignorance 
8 The flying object has given rise to so much, irrespon- sible conjecture:

   (A)response (B)action (C)conflict (D)guess 
9 I merely reason in my simple way.

   (A)tease (B)sleep (C)argue (D)vanish 
10 SPELDING is concluding his TV broadcast.

   (A)coming (B)running (C)starting (D)winding up 

(B):     Choose the correct answer:                                                                                      
       (5)
11 A public announcement was made about:

   (A)Lost Jewellery (B)Money (C)Loss of a pocket book (D)loss of a bag 
12 Nushirwan was a:

   (A)slave (B)sergeant (C)king (D)soldier 
13 The farm was ringing with the clamour of:

   (A)flutes (B)drums (C)tin (D)gongs 
14 After marriage, Ellen wants to live:

   (A) in a village (B)in the city (C)on the farm (D)abroad 
15 Where does the Clay go?

   (A)to a fair (B)to the beach (C)to school (D)to play 

(C):     Choose the correct form of verb:                                                                              
       (5)
16 If he ___ the match, we would win.

   (A)plays (B)will play (C)played (D)shall play 
17 I work hard so that I _____ pass the examination.

   (A)shall (B)would (C)may (D)am 
18 They ______ until they die.

   (A)will fight (B)fought (C)had fought (D)were fighting 
19 He can ......... a car very well:

   (A)drives (B)driving (C)drive (D)drove 
20 Handsome is he that handsome ______ .  

   (A)will dow (B)do (C)did (D)does 
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(A):     Choose the correct option in meaning to the underlined words:                          
            (10)
1 To pour a cascade of love:

   (A)heaven (B)treasure (C)fountain / water fall (D)valley 
2 The offer is completely genuine:

   (A)real (B)fake (C)costly (D)disgraceful 
3 Mr. James was the caretaker of public hall:

   (A)engineer (B)designer (C)builder (D)keeper 
4 Mr. Hubert became flushed with anger:

   (A)reddened (B)blackish (C)delighted (D)thriiled 
5 The Sindhi Woman was walking with undulant grace.

   (A)like boughs (B)like daffodils (C)like dolls (D)like waves 
6 Gorgios wore down opposing arguments.

   (A)put on (B)overcame graudally (C)took off (D)incited 
7 He looked such a dandy:

   (A)poor (B)proud (C)fashionable (D)fraud 
8 Everyone felt Kreton was some impostor:

   (A)thief (B)gentleman (C)fraud (D)magician 
9 Miss McCutcheon closed a colourful parasol.

   (A)door (B)purse (C)umbrella (D)window 
10 Why does clay go to the beach?

   (A)to take bath (B)to catch fish (C)to enjoy the waves (D)to look for some oyster 

(B):     Choose the correct answer:                                                                                      
       (5)
11 There was a small man in the:

   (A)porch (B)room (C)hallway (D)door 
12 The man who keeps on wins:

   (A)the reward (B)the race (C)the fight (D)the shield 
13 What does John grow?

   (A)English walnuts (B)rice (C)grain (D)peas 
14 After marriage, Ellen wants to live:

   (A) in a village (B)in the city (C)on the farm (D)abroad 
15 Who is John?

   (A)doctor (B)pilot (C)teacher (D)farm owner 

(C):     Choose the correct form of verb:                                                                              
       (5)
16 A gentleman .............. his servant:

   (A)never abuses (B)never abuse (C)has never abused (D)must never abuse 
17 The train ........... before we reached the station:

   (A)left (B)has left (C)had left (D)was left 
18 What cannot be cured, must be:

   (A)endure (B)endured (C)endures (D)enduring 
19 The course _______ by next month.

   (A)was completed (B)had completed (C)will be completed (D)has completed 
20 I ____ written an application.

   (A)have (B)has (C)had been (D)have been 
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